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Summit’s Objectives

•Familiarize yourself with the concept of advocacy 
and a systematic advocacy process

•Recognize the importance of involving people 
affected by the health condition in advocacy

•Understand how advocacy fits into a broader 
health agenda

•Envision how your NGO can influence important 
changes to reduce the obesity burden in your 
community or country



Characteristics of advocacy

• About achieving system change

• Specific, short-term actions directed at reaching 
longer-term vision

• Puts an issue on the agenda

• Collaboration to make a difference

• Involves lobbying, social marketing, IEC, 
community organizing, other tactics

• People participating in decision-making that 
affects their lives



Goals of advocacy

To influence policy decision-making by:
•Educating decision-makers

•Reforming existing or creating new 
policies, laws, budgets

•Creating accountable processes, 
procedures, structures

•Empowering people to speak up for 
themselves



What is the advocacy continuum?

• Self-advocacy:  Begins with individual patient speaking up, 
ensuring own quality of care

• Family and friends:  Become advocates to help individual 
patients secure services

• Community:  Service providers, volunteers advocate for 
people in their community to get quality health services and 
care

• Systems-level change:  Making changes in service systems, 
use of funds, public policies, laws, regulations to impact 
many people



Why is it important that I share my 
experience?



Steps to becoming an advocate

•Become comfortable speaking about 
experience

•Learn about their rights

•Stand up for needs and rights

•Learn about your NGO advocacy priorities

•Acquire new skills for advocacy

•Stand up for your NGO advocacy priorities, 
saying why these are important to the 
person affected by obesity



What is grassroots advocacy?

•Refers to involving people from the general public, 
as a fundamental political and economic group

•Real people bringing compelling personal 
experiences and pressure to decision-makers

•Demonstrates to decision-makers how the 
community supports your advocacy issue

•Collective strength will help your NGO to reach 
advocacy objectives and systems change



What can advocacy change?

• Public policy

• Laws and regulations

• Resource allocation, use of funds

• Access to services

• Health insurance and public benefits, access to 
drugs and medications

• Reduce disparities among underserved

• Public opinion about obesity-- de-stigmatize and 
gain support for healthier  policies



Basic elements of advocacy

•Not an ordered, linear process

•Multi-faceted, fluid, dynamic

•Composed of essential ingredients to 
be combined

•Frequently carried out in turbulent 
environments

•Careful planning helps NGOs to seize 
opportunities, use resources effectively, 
maintain focus on objectives



Advocacy -- building blocks

• Selecting advocacy issues, goals, objectives

• Using data and research

• Identifying appropriate audiences

• Developing and delivering messages

• Building support -- constituencies and coalitions

• Making persuasive arguments

• Fundraising

• Monitoring and Evaluation



Stages of advocacy

•Stage one:  Identifying issues

•Stage two:  Developing possible solutions

•Stage three:  Building support (internal and 
external)

•Stage four:  Policy action

•Stage five:  Evaluation



Stage one -- Identifying issues

•Agenda setting occurs

•Select from unlimited number of 
problems, the issue to place on the 
policy action agenda



Stage two -- Solution formulation

•Follows issue identification rapidly

•Formulate and propose solutions to 
problems and choose one that is feasible --
politically, economically, socially



Stage three -- Building political will

• Centerpiece of advocacy

• Building coalitions

• Meeting with decision-makers

• Raising awareness

• Formulating effective messages 



Stage four -- Policy action

• A “window of opportunity” is created when 
a problem is recognized, solution accepted, 
political will to act ALL AT THE SAME TIME

• Must act quickly to capitalize on 
opportunity

• Following advocacy strategy will increase 
likelihood of creating windows of 
opportunity



Stage five -- Evaluation

•Often overlooked

•Critical part of advocacy planning

•Assessing effectiveness of previous efforts 
helps to set new advocacy goals



Successful advocacy -- key points

•Develop and follow an advocacy plan
•Select tactics carefully (influencing activities)
•Know your target audience
•Communicate effectively
•Use mass media strategically
•Do your homework (get appropriate data)
•Be proactive, as well as reactive
•Seek collaboration and partnership to enlarge your 

base and enhance credibility
•Speak your truth!



Successful advocacy -- key points, 
continued

•Involve experts from multiple disciplines

•Involve key stakeholders throughout the process

•Capitalize on current “hot” political or media issues 
to build momentum

•History repeats itself -- seek examples from 
successful campaigns on similar policies or from 
other health sectors to learn from



Conclusion

•Advocacy is a critical component of obesity control

•Advocacy can help your NGO to deliver your 
mission, de-stigmatize obesity, garner public 
support for favorable policies

•Preparation can help you to take advantage of 
“windows of opportunity”

•Your NGO must be prepared to act quickly to 
capitalize on advocacy opportunities


